There are several ontological and consequently also methodological mistakes in contemporary mainstream economics. Among them, the so-called ergodic axiom is play significant role. It is understandable that the real economy elaborated as formalized mental model looks like dynamic system on first sight. However, that is right only of dynamical systems in mathematical formalism. Economy that is in our understanding societal and/or collective economy is complex evolving organism. If we imagine such organism in the form of dynamical system that is as clear mathematical formalism, we are losing their crucial authentic character. The significant irredeemable attribute of societal economy is lying in his complex evolving network process character created by large population of people with different decision-making and complex realizing among them. Going from these imaginations the two entities in a question that is dynamical system with their ergodicity and societal economic organism as complex evolving network are qualitative very different ones. That is the reason why we cannot accede with endeavours to draw on living economy straitjacket of ergodic axiom. To articulate that cause by other words ergodic dynamical systems are applicable for physical and partly for chemical entities and only scarcely are fit for living organisms. On the other hand however, as clear method the ergodic dynamical system have good applying for didactical approaches in economics where helping in better understanding some types of complexities in dynamics. The purpose of that essay is to discuss problems around usability of ergodic dynamical system theory and methods in economics in the age of advanced ICT knowledge based society.
Introduction
Paul Samuelson claimed that the "ergodic hypothesis" is essential for advancing economics from the realm of history to the realm of science.
Paul Davidson
The contemporary society in which we are living is extraordinary complex organism. There is caused at least by ICT, by shutting our planet onto Internet, by extremely denseness of world population etc. Awkwardly we are making some effort to articulate the qualities and characters of meant entity. At present the name of that entity is knowledge based society. Unfortunately, as far as I know, nobody know exactly what is it. That entity is something what it is ungraspable. The same or something like may be concerning about knowledge based economy. So economists have great problems with their scientific objects and subjects too. Nobody know what the term economy mean. Be attempting to grasp economy in like manner as physicist do is hopeless mistake going to several ontological, methodological and epistemological problems. That is the original root why there are several ontological mistakes also in contemporary mainstream and/or orthodox economics. Among them, the so-called ergodic axiom is play significant role. It is understandable that the real economy elaborated as formalized mental model looks like dynamic system on first sight. However, that is right DOI: 10.1515/cks-2015-0005 2 only of dynamical systems in mathematical formalism. Economy that is in our understanding societal and/or collective economy is complex evolving organism. If we imagine such organism in the form of dynamical system that is as clear mathematical formalism, we are losing their crucial authentic character. The significant irredeemable attribute of societal economy is lying in his complex evolving network process character created by large population of people with different decision-making and complex realizing among them. Going from these imaginations the two entities in a question that is dynamical system with their ergodicity and societal economic organism as complex evolving network are qualitative very different ones. That is the reason why we cannot accede with endeavours to draw on living economy straitjacket of ergodic axiom. To articulate that cause by other words ergodic dynamical systems are applicable for physical and partly for chemical entities and only scarcely are fit for living organisms. On the other hand however, as clear method the ergodic dynamical system have good applying for didactical approaches in economics where helping in better understanding some types of complexities in dynamics. The purpose of that essay is to discuss problems around usability of ergodic dynamical system theory and methods in economics in the age of advanced ICT knowledge based society. (Hicks, 1979, p. 121) 
What is ergodicity and canard motion in dynamical systems?
Dynamical system is creation of authentic human subject; it is formal and/or virtual entity. However, Economy is real entity spontaneously evolving in objective reality as a result of human various activities, so has historical character. In process of evolution in economy may emerging new qualitative states and regimes, but in dynamical system only states put originally into formulas. The difference between these two entities is evident moreover if dynamical system is in mathematical formalism. It is problematic to agree that these two entities are homological and symmetrical in theirs structure. The economic model in the form of dynamical system is only very rough approximation on reality. Famous English economist Joan Robinson clearly distinguished between economic models set in logical and historical time. According to Robinson, the distinguishing feature of Keynes' General Theory is its setting in historical time. Based on Paul Davidson claim, one might say that one sign, which a model is set in historical time is that it generates nonergodic stochastic processes. We put above his assortment that nonergodic economic process need not be stochastic. The economy is determined by inner perturbations that are by human activities and by outer perturbations of the natural environment. Such perturbation because are differences among them changes the structure of entity in every consecutive step of evolution 1 to new one not same as former, if we imagine long period of evolution. In the long period of evolution the changes of step-instance structures aren´t shut to exactly assigned bounds as it is in ergodic dynamical system. By contrast to objective existing economy their ergodic model is presuppose that meant changes have probabilistic character, by other words that it is random process. The theory of ergodic motion is denying the phenomena of qualitative changes not only in economy but in Universe as such. For more clear understanding of term ergodic, and/or ergodicity in different class of science we bring consecutive possible interpretations:
 In mathematics, the term ergodic 2 is used to describe a dynamical system which, in simply understanding, has the same behavior averaged over time as averaged over the space of all the system's and/or phase states.  In physics the term is used to imply that a system satisfies the ergodic hypothesis of thermodynamics.  In statistics, the term describes a random process for which the time average of one sequence of events is the same as the ensemble average. For example, for a Markov chain, as one increasing the steps, there exists a positive probability measure at step that is independent of probability distribution at initial step 0. (Feller, 1971, p. 271) .  In economics, that term is also used to describe a dynamical system, which is having in mind economy in objective reality. In the behaviour of non-random and nonergodic dynamic system sometimes may occur interesting motion in some singular region of the phase space where the slow motion manifolds are no longer normally hyperbolic. As an example of such behaviour we can reference to a case of small limit cycle bifurcating from a stable equilibrium state through the Poincare-Andronov-Hopf bifurcation. By the Samuelson´s prerogative tenet we should accept the ergodic hypothesis because if a system is not ergodic nobody can treat it scientifically. But we are thinking that every scientist can ask if it is really acceptable to assume that ergodicity is indispensable to be economics scientific? Ergodicity however means among others that a system is very insensitive to initial conditions or perturbations and details of the dynamics, and that makes it easy to make universal statements about such systems. This statement is wholly beyond of reality, because the economy in objective reality is just very sensitive to the change to initial conditions. Nota bene that fact acknowledges also someone or other from the class of simple models of economy, as it is apparent from following simulation experiment with one of such models. We are using for that purpose well known model of cyclical growth due to N. Kaldor and P. A. Samuelson business model too. In fact high sensibility of mental models of cyclical growth on changes of parameter values and initial points of alternative trajectories (of its coordinates) of evolution (iterations) it is possible to high visually demonstrate by experiments in virtual laboratories. Naturally before that they must have the appropriate mathematical characters. One of models, which are appropriate for that purpose, is as we meant earlier model of cyclical growth of Samuelson (Samuelson, P. A., [1939 ], 1966 , however modified by F. Westerhoff (Westerhoff, F. H., (2006), for these purposes. As simulation results depicted in snapshots fig. 16-20 shows that deterministic Samuelson´s model isn´t ergodic but reversely very complex in qualitative shapes of evolutionary happenings. That character of his model retain also after putting into them random parameters, however. In this connection it is interesting also the model of J. Hicks as we mentioned earlier, yet. These approaches are of discrete character and prevailingly going to nonlinearity and sometimes to neinvertibility. Symbols of model are: Y t … national income, or GDP, C t … consumption, S t … savings, or I t … inducted private investment and G t … government investments. Formally the income is divided by formula , 2006) . In convenes with Keynes´ analysis of multiplier it is assuming, that consumer's uses constant part of theirs former earnings , resp. modestly t t C aY C aY  (4) where a is from interval 0 < a < 1 which is averaging marginal attitude to consumption. Further unrealistic assumption is concern to investments. It is presupposing that inductive private investments are proportional to changes in consumption and consequently to changes in national income too. However these economists are wholly overlooking complexities which are arising in painful metamorphosis of savings onto investment and further onto of capital increase. At least the fact that consumer is psychologically and/or ethologically another subject than of investor is potential source of complexities and may be leads to serious fluctuations in economic evolution. However we are investigating theirs mental models as such and so we must going further in analyses. The formula of investment is written as
the product ab from interval 0 < ab is capital coefficient, that is ratio between capital stock and flow of income is fixed. Other heroically assuming, like propose of fixed state expenditures on some constant value is ignorance of differences between productive and barren state expenditures .
There is one point of formula (7) which is uniquely singular that is
Further Westerhoff is introducing induced investment in other form as
He imaging that the expected output E[Y] may be expressed as a weighted average of an extrapolative and a regressive expectation formation rule and thus the relative impact of the regressive rule is (1_Wt). Combining formulas (3), (4) and (9)- (13), he obtains the recurrence relation in the national income variable as
which is a one-dimensional nonlinear difference equation 4 . The equation (14) we are using for building virtual laboratories in iDMC "a", "b", "d", "Y", "c"} variables = {"x"} function f(G, a, b, d, Y, c, x) 
x1 = G + a*x + ((b*d*(Y -x)^3) -c*d*(Y -x))/(1 + (Y -x)) return x1 end
and our subsequent experimentation fig. 16 -19 shows some qualitative features of behaviour of such mental models in iteration setup. As one can see the achieved behaviours are more complex than any presentment of ergodic process. For those purposes they constructed accessory maps in form 1 1 2 1 ()
where if 1 0 t R   then the multiplier-accelerator process works, whereas if 1 0 t R   , then the floor is activated. As for the applicability of the ceiling, meant co-authors check whether the sum of consumption cY t−1 and investments (accelerator generated as a(Y t−1 -Y t−2 ), or fixed at floor levelrK t−1 ), exceeds the maximum production capacity (1/a)K t−1 or not, so they define further auxiliary formulas
and 1 1 1 1 1 .
In that new defined situation if R t−1 ≥ 0 and S t−1 ≤ 0, then the classical multiplier-accelerator process works as usual, whereas for R t−1 < 0 and T t−1 > 0 there arising the case where both floor and ceiling are applied at the same time. With way descripted the model is constrained similarly as if be ergodic, but the margins are fully subjective decisions. The conditions in terms of (15)- (17) are not independent, because S t−1 -T t−1 ≡ R t−1 , however this does not simplify the map, as the phase space is always split into eight parts 5 , but the formulas of maps we don´t writes for save of the place. Beside them we exhibit some results of our simulations. We are using for these purposes relative systems introduced by authors (Puu, T., Gardini, L. and Sushko, I., 2010, p. 80) 
6 The accounting identity reads Yt = Ct + It, or Yt = cYt−1 + It . In equilibrium, Yt = Yt−1, so Yt = (1/1 − c)It. As c < 1, the factor (1/1 − c) > 1 multiplies up investment expenditures, whence the term multiplier. 7 The aggregate production function ŻYt = min(ŻKt−1/a,ŻLt−1/b), where ŻKt−1 and ŻLt−1 denote planned capital and labour, needed for producing output ŻY t , expected to be demanded at the end of period t. Further, assume a naive forecasting rule ŻYt = Yt−1, that the formation of capital takes exactly one period, i.e. Kt = ŻKt−1, and that labour supply is affluent and it hence is the availability of capital that is binding. We have Kt = aYt−1.
Figure 22
Declining oscillations in model of Puu All subsequent simulation experiment results to have been understand only in qualitative sense. We they using only for illustration that formal model can also show some interesting behaviour but objective reality is more evolutionary complex because such entity is large network creating not only by many participants but moreover every of them can play several roles in economic evolution. The economic process in objective reality is not going fatally to unique succession like ergodic axiom of P. A. Samuelson and their several continuators contemplates in the form of ergodic process. Paradoxically also mathematical models built on some of theirs ideas also shows that economy is not ergodic entity. Some deductive system that is appears to be applicable to the real world in which we live and should replace the artificial world model of Lucas and other mainstream economists. 
Conclusions
We are arguing that literature in applied informatics and in advanced programming approaches and methods offers the important potential for advances in the ontology, theory and methodology of economics at least in its evolutionary and institutional parts.
In contemporary historically unprecedented age of human civilization, it is clear that the advanced technological revolution happens and new products and services are taking place in common life as we enter to the era of ICT and global knowledge age. It is a revolution of crucial importance in that it involves technologies for knowledge and information production and dissemination via the variety networks of excellence and virtual agents (softbots and myslits) setting to Internet. These new technologies and outstandingly the product and services of CI in coworking with scholars in branches of cognitive sciences and using their result and services have breath-taking potential also for cultivation ideas and imaginations in the field of collective economic consciousness. They enable remote access to information and offer wholly new means of acquiring knowledge. In addition to transmitting written texts and other items to be digitalized, they also allow users to access and work upon knowledge systems, among other with such devices like applets and virtual laboratories from a distance (e.g. distant experimentation), to take new economic knowledge. Among others these new tools allows creating excellence environments for distance-learning courses. As examples, such realised within the framework of interactive relations among teachers and students (Tele-Bridge education). Other forms have unbelievable quantities of information -a sort of universal libraryavailable on their desktops, and so on. The IT, AI and CI enhance creative interaction not only among scholars, scientists and students but, similarly, among product designers, suppliers and the end customers. The creation of virtual objects such as softbots and myslits that can be farther modified in large dimension and are instantly accessible to everyone, namely softbots specialized for economists serves to facilitate collective work and learning and as a result may increases the level of collective economic consciousness. In that respect, the new possibilities that computers have opened up for qualitative understanding of complex economic processes via numerical simulation represent extraordinary significant departure from prior experiences and from conventional economic knowledge. Higher level of collective economic intelligence and wisdom emerging when people are using more intensively knowledge-based activities, supported by IT, AI, IC and using specialised software, interacting for achieving knowledge suitable for understanding changes reality in global knowledge based society. As expected, such activities involve several aspects. Among them play important role three subsequent elements: 1. the significant number of collective members via coworking not only with ourselves but using assistance of softbot creating new economic knowledge (diffuse sources of innovation); 2. the community creates a "public" space for exchanging and circulating the knowledge in hybrid networks; 3. The new ITˇs are intensively used to codify and transmit the new knowledge.
The science is assessable to differentiate between spontaneous evolution without preliminary objectives and intentional evolution with subjective imputed goals. The first is organic economy in objective reality and the second one is some mental model or what is more mysterious: complex monster built in reality such as communist economy created on the base of directives of authentic supreme subject of communist party.
